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Here you can download instructions, workshop manuals, service manuals, diagnostic
programs, parts catalogs for Ford cars of all models from different years of release. Your email
address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. If you have any questions, please contact with us. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Related Posts. Ford Wiring Diagrams.
Ford Kuga â€” Fault Codes. Ford Owners Manual. Ford Diagnostic Trouble Codes. Leave a
Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Contact Contact Us. This website
uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out
if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve
your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. JT was
great!! Very up front with everything and responded quickly. Ended up not buying from here but
only due to the car not being up to their standards. Would definitely recommend! They
contacted me right away with information about the car. They followed up with a phone call and
answer the number of my questions. Macks contacted me right away. If I had been interested in
their vehicle sorry, it did not have the options I needed , then I would have happily tried to put
together a deal to make the sale happen. They do seem like a quality dealership though. Made
an appointment and came to shop but was closed and no one was there. Amazing experience.
Mike was honest and a pleasure to work with. We ultimately purchased the car from him! Great
experience. The financial person really pushed extra coverage which we refused. He continued
to push and we had to refuse a second time. Left a bad taste in our mouth. Really liked Jon
Myhre the salesman who showed us the car. Great dealership to work with. Salesman was very
helpful, knowledgeable and prompt to find an answer to all my question. Vehicle I went to look
at was clean and ready to drive. Would highly recommend this dealership! Car was sold. Hoped
to discussed buying a Land Cruiser. Sales lady transferred me to her manager. He promised to
get info and call me in three or four minutes. Two weeks later, still waiting. Jason was great!
Viewing a few cars on the website was Ez BreeZ. The first Escape went on sale for the model
year, offering roomy seating for five and a usefully sized cargo area in a boxy and rugged
design. Over the years, Ford has completely reengineered and redesigned the Escape multiple
times. Today, the Escape adopts what Ford calls Mustang-inspired styling, and it emphasizes
paved-road performance. A 4-cylinder engine, with or without turbocharging, has always been a
part of the Escape powertrain lineup, as has its standard front-wheel-drive FWD system.
All-wheel drive AWD has always been available, and over the years, Ford has also offered an
optional V6 engine in addition to an efficient hybrid version of the Escape. Since it first went on
sale two decades ago, the Ford Escape has appealed to a range of buyers. The hybrid appeals
to those seeking to maximize fuel economy and limit their environmental impact, and the
third-generation Escape provides a little bit of luxury combined with enjoyable driving
dynamics. Pros : Hybrid and plug-in hybrid versions available, modern safety and convenience
technology, useful passenger and cargo space. Cons : Underwhelming base engine, prices
climb fast when adding desirable features. It comes with a choice between two turbocharged
4-cylinder engines paired with an 8-speed automatic transmission. There is also a hybrid trim
and a new plug-in hybrid trim, both of which use a continuously variable automatic
transmission CVT. AWD is an option for all but the plug-in Escape. The hybrid powertrain is
standard with SE Sport and Titanium trims, with a turbocharged 2. Overall, the fourth-generation
Escape features a sporty driving character, and its technologically advanced driver-assistance
systems are impressive for the compact SUV segment. Hybrids combine good power with
effortless efficiency, but, unfortunately, this appealing drivetrain is limited to SE Sport and
Titanium trim levels. The Lincoln Corsair is related to the Escape, but it offers significant
differences. As such, the third-generation Escape had tidy dimensions combined with enjoyable
driving dynamics. Ford discontinued the hybrid Escape in During its third generation, Ford
offered the Escape with three 4-cylinder engines, two of which were turbocharged, and an
automatic transmission. The turbo 1. CarGurus evaluated the third-generation Escape four

times, with the highest rating of 7. From to , Lincoln offered a luxurious version of the
third-generation Escape called the MKC. It arrived for the model year, followed by drivetrain
improvements for that added power and, for the 4-cylinder engine, improved fuel economy. As
was true of the original Escape, the second-generation version offered a 4-cylinder, a V6, and a
hybrid powertrain. This version of the SUV was reliable, suffering comparatively few recalls
compared to the first-generation Escape. It was, however, still riddled with hard plastic on the
inside. Mercury sold a lightly restyled version of the Escape called the Mariner , and while the
Mazda Tribute was more distinctively modified, it was still essentially the same vehicle. Ford
recalled the Escape numerous times during the first few years of production. The automatic
transmission proved to be particularly troublesome. Those early Escapes came with a weak 2.
In , a new 2. Aside from transmission woes and the sheer number of recalls pertaining to
Escapes, the worst thing about them was the plastic-heavy interior. Offering room for five
people, good cargo space, an available hybrid powertrain, and a rugged design that aged well
over time, the first-generation Escape was fundamentally appealing. Thanks to its stylish
design, impressive cargo capacity, and variety of powertrains, the Escape has typically sold
very well. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Manual Ford Escape listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. Request Information.
CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Negotiable , mi. Negotiable 77, mi. Shoppers Also
Consider Thanks to its stylish design, impressive cargo capacity, and variety of powertrains,
the Escape has typically sold very well. Read more. Ford could have called it something else,
but the marketing department decided to leverage the famous. In one of the most competitive
segments in the automotive landscape, the Escape is a stalwart fixture, enjoying continuous
production for the last 16 years. Ford Escape Reviews Review. She made the transaction an
easy and quick deal, and arranged to have the vehicle delivered to The Titanium has all the
features that we were looking for in an SUV. Comfortable ride and nice seats, roomy interior
easy to park. We are very happy with ours. I really like my car. Ive the options it has. The only
thing I dont really care for a the leather seats. But they have warmers. Why Use CarGurus? Ford
dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in
Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New
York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits
your vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information carstuffstore Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject
to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Horsham, Pennsylvania,
United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
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items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used.
Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping

options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to
your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
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window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Contact the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Free Shipping. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Varies for items shipped from an international location. Estimated delivery dates - opens in
a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and
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or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new
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of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Ford Escape - This is not a printed book, this is a digital PDF file. The manual will be sent
between 1 - 24 Hours after payment. Ebay Copyright Compliance Notice. We legally own the
content intellectual property. It does not violate any eBay policy or copyrights Any trademarks,
logos or brands used are the property of their respective owners. This listing complies with all
eBay listing rules and copyright regulations. No eBay rules, trademarks, or copyrights, have
been infringed in listing this item. The item is either in the public domain, we own resale rights
to it, or we are the publishers and sole copyright holders. No trademarks, copyrights, or eBay
rules have been violated in this listing. This product fully conforms to eBay compilation and
international media policy. Selling service data, catalogs of spare parts, technical specifications
information, workshops, technical repair and diagnostic data for trucks, vans and passenger
vehicles does not constitute any kind of infringement of rights, this information is not
intellectual property of software corporations or car maker. This item does not infringe any
copyright, trade mark, or other rights or any of eBay's listing policies. Shipping and handling.
This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy.
No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a
new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back
to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window

or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Ebay
Copyright Compliance Notice We legally own the content intellectual property. Can anyone tell
me if they have had this problem. No , my transmission seems to be failing at miles the shop
has had my car 3 times in the last couple of months and they have replaced small components
but the issues still remain.. We are very disappointed in our Ford Escape We bought this new in
We loved it until May of when we started having problems. Faults came up on the dash. It takes
around 15 minutes for it to start. Again it is back in the shop!!! Very worried about driving it any
where in case I am really stranded. Very frustrated!! Change Year. Owner Reviews. Expert
Review. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: S. Optional Torque: ft. Optional Horsepower: hp.
Optional Towing Capacity: lbs. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features Engine: 2.
Compare Models S. Front Wheel Drive. Number of cylinders. Gasoline Fuel. Exterior Features
Steel Spare Wheel. Wheels: 17" Sparkle Silver-Painted Aluminum. Body-Colored Door Handles.
Chrome Side Windows Trim. Roof Rack Rails Only. Fully Galvanized Steel Panels. Black Side
Windows Trim. Variable Intermittent Wipers. Liftgate Rear Cargo Access. Cargo Area Concealed
Storage. Front Center Armrest. Cloth Door Trim Insert. Metal-Look Gear Shifter Material.
Illuminated Glove Box. Day-Night Rearview Mirror. Full Cloth Headliner. Fade-To-Off Interior
Lighting. Delayed Accessory Power. Manual Air Conditioning. Integrated Roof Antenna. Low
Tire Pressure Warning. Airbag Occupancy Sensor. Rear Child Safety Locks. James Ray Keltner
wrote on February 8, Tonya wrote on January 28, Mary wrote on January 13, See All Reviews
Continue to Overview. Do you have a question about the Ford Escape or do you need help? Ask
your question here. Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your
question. The more detail you provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other
Ford Escape owners to properly answer your question. View the manual for the Ford Escape
here, for free. This manual comes under the category Cars and has been rated by 2 people with
an average of a 8. This manual is available in the following languages: Engels. Below, you will
find the most frequently asked questions about the Ford Escape Is your question not listed? We
use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to
use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. March Ask a question. About the Ford
Escape Ford Escape specifications. Related product manuals. Frequently Asked Questions
Below, you will find the most frequently asked questions about the Ford Escape How do I
convert miles into kilometres? The location of the VIN number of the car differs per brand and
type of car. The code may be stamped on the frame of the car or mounted on a plate. What is a
VIN number? The VIN number of a car is an identification number unique to each car. When
does my Ford need maintenance? Regular maintenance is necessary for every car. How often
the car needs maintenance and what exactly needs to be done can be found in the maintenance
instructions. For major periodic service, this should generally be done every 2 years or after 30,
kilometres. When should I change the brake fluid of my Ford? It is recommended to change the
brake fluid every two years. What is the difference between E10 and E5 petrol? E10 petrol
consists of up to ten per cent ethanol while E5 petrol will contain less than five per cent ethanol.
As a result, the percentage of E10 petrol is lower than that of E5 petrol, making it less bad for
the environment. One or more doors won't open from the inside. Now what? The lock is most
likely set to the child safety lock so it cannot be opened from the inside. How to unset the child
safety lock differs per brand and type. My car radio does not turn on, now what? If your car
radio does not turn on, it will not receive any power. Check that the red wire is connected to the
contact power supply and the yellow wire to the constant power supply. Read more. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Escape. Overview Overview. Starting
MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 6-speed shiftable
automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 1. Power Feature
Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated
mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation clock yes compass yes external temperature
display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions
premium cloth yes bucket front seats yes multi-level heating driver seat yes Front leg room
Front head room Rear hip Room Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions
Maximum cargo capacity Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Cargo
capacity, all seats in place Ground clearance 7. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base Width
Sponsored cars related to the Escape. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent
suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes. Warranty Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 5 yr.
Rust 5 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See Escape Inventory. Sign Up. See Escape Inventory.
Professional service and repair manuals for Ford Escape , as well as operating and
maintenance instructions for Ford Escape vehicles equipped with diesel engines of 2. See also:
Ford cars workshop manuals. The service manuals are distinguished by the highest level of

quality of the presented material, excellent structuredness and reliability of all the information
presented. These workshop manuals are recommended by professionals for both Ford Escape
drivers and professionals involved in the maintenance and repair of this car model. We should
also note a special section with a unique system for determining faults. The proposed system
allows not only to determine the cause of a particular problem, but also to fix it as quickly and
smoothly as possible. Tips and instructions for repair, maintenance and operation contained in
the book will help the owner of the car in preparation for the procedure of technical inspection,
as well as a collection of valuable, necessary, and often simply irreplaceable information in the
case of repairs in a normal garage workshop The operations at the service station will have a
very important and useful advisory function. Separate sections of the manuals include
operating instructions for Ford Escape , recommendations for maintenance and color schemes
of electrical equipment wiring diagrams of the machine. In addition, the materials of the
publication will provide the user with the necessary assistance in finding the necessary parts
Ford Escape. These service repair manuals will be useful to owners of Ford Escape cars,
mechanics, service stations, repair shops and car service centers. All content on the site
Carmanualsclub. The site administration does not bear any responsibility for illegal actions, and
any damage incurred by the copyright holders. Your email address will not be published. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, ot
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her embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Ford Escape. Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject
Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic
functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary.

